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Abstract Although tele-operation has a long history, when
it comes to tuning, comparison, and evaluation of teleoperation systems, no standard framework exists which can
fulfill desiderata such as: concisely modeling multiple aspects of the system as a whole, i.e. timing, accuracy, and
event transitions, while also providing for separation of
user-, feedback-, as well as learning-dependent components.
On the other hand, real-time remote tele-operation of robotic
arms, either industrial or humanoid, is highly suitable for
a number of applications, especially in difficult or inaccessible environment, and thus such an evaluation framework
would be desirable. Usually, teleoperation is driven by buttons, joysticks, haptic controllers, or slave-arms, providing
an interface which can be quite cumbersome and unnatural,
especially when operating robots with multiple degrees of
freedom. Thus, in thus paper, we present a two-fold contribution: (a) a task-based teleoperation evaluation framework which can achieve the desiderata described above, as
well as (b) a system for teleoperation of an industrial arm
commanded through human-arm motion capture, which is
used as a case study, and also serves to illustrate the effectiveness of the evaluation framework that we are introducing. In our system the desired trajectory of a remote
robotic arm is easily and naturally controlled through imitation of simple movements of the operator’s physical arm,
obtained through motion capture. Furthermore, an extensive real-world evaluation is provided, based on our proposed probabilistic framework, which contains an intersubject quantitative study with 23 subjects, a longitudinal
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study with 6 subjects, as well as opinions and attitudes towards tele-operation study. The results provided illustrate
the strengths of the proposed evaluation framework—by enabling the quick production of multiple task-, user-, system-,
as well as learning-centric results, as well as the benefits of
our natural imitation-based approach towards teleoperation.
Furthermore, an interesting ordering of preferences towards
different potential application areas of teleoperation is indicated by our data. Finally, after illustrating their effectiveness, we discuss how both our evaluation framework as well
as teleoperation system presented are not only applicable in
a wide variety of teleoperation domains, but are also directly
extensible in many beneficial ways.
Keywords Tele-operation · Robots · Motion capture ·
Imitation · Evaluation · Learning

1 Introduction
Numerous application domains of robotics make the physical co-presence of human operators nearby the robot difficult, for example, hazardous or radioactive environments,
space, etc. Furthermore, towards full-body android telepresence, teleoperation is implicated as one of the key supporting technologies. Quite some research on teleoperation
has take place [4], but most systems rely on unnatural controllers, such as joysticks, which require previous training.
Notable exceptions do exist, for example a demonstration
of the benefits of using human natural arm movement for
controlling an excavator [5]. In that paper, the authors claim
to solve two problems usually related with excavators: high
risk involved in the operation, and difficulty inherent of manipulation by joysticks. The authors use a combination of
orientation sensor, rotary encoder, and inclinometer to read
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the human arm and hand movement and transmit the data to
a computer through bluetooth, which then controls the excavator. In another related work [6], the authors used optical
motion caption to copy the operator’s arm and head movement to an android. Their intention was to create a natural
human-like movement on the android as a way of improving the interaction between it and humans. In our system,
we use real-time motion capture, for easy and intuitive teleoperation of an industrial arm, by imitation of human arms
movements towards completing pre-specified tasks. Regarding the important problem of correspondence choice between imitator and imitated (robot and human in our case),
the reader is primarily referred to the extensive analysis in
Alissandrakis et al. [2], as well as to Alissandrakis et al. [1].
Apart from the design and implementation of teleoperation
systems, another important aspect is the evaluation of the
complete human-machine system. Although time-delay as
well as limited spatial aspects of the performance of such
systems has been reported, to the best of our knowledge,
no task-based evaluation of the reaction of unskilled people during teleoperation of an industrial robotic arm has yet
taken place.

2 System and Methods
In this section, we first introduce the evaluation framework, and then describe the specifics of our system, the task
chosen for the evaluation, as well as a second subjective
questionnaire-based evaluation that was carried out in parallel to our quantitative framework, in order to assess not only
performance-related aspects, but also opinions and attitudes
regarding teleoperation.
2.1 The Evaluation Framework
The secondary purpose of our evaluation framework was
to investigate the effectiveness of design choices for the
teleoperation system presented in this paper, through experiments with subjects that operated the system. However,
foremost and most importantly, our primary purpose was
to create and test an initial version of a more general task
transcription and modeling framework which can be used
to provide a firm basis for investigating effect of design
choices, user variability, as well as aspects of user adaptation and fatigue, for a multitude of teleoperation systems and
tasks.
2.1.1 The Framework
At the heart of our framework, there is a probabilistic model
M made up from three components, as we shall see. In order
to apply the framework, one needs to first choose a specific
system S under evaluation, and then devise a task T , with:
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Fig. 1 Probabilistic Markovian model of task, based on T ij

(TC1) Discrete Events (task start/end, ball grasp attempts/
placements, vehicles reaching lines etc.)
(TC2) Time Intervals between and/or within events
(TC3) Result Metrics (as an example, placement accuracy
measures for placement tasks)
Once the task is devised and appropriate TC1−3 are chosen,
our goal is to estimate an appropriate probabilistic model
M(S, T , TC1−3), and a number of derived overall metrics
Mi.
The resulting model probabilistic model M contains
{T ij, P (τ | SiSj ), P (α)} , i.e.:
Tij : Transition Probabilities between the Discrete Events
TC1
P (τ | SiSj ): Time Interval distributions for TC2
P (a): Result Metric distribution for TC3
As a first approximation, transitions between the discrete
events can be assumed to be Markovian, an assumption that
can be later justified if required on the basis of empirical
data. As an illustration, the tri-partite model that was derived from our observations in the system described in this
paper can be seen in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Transition probabilities (Fig. 1) were calculated from the transition matrix resulting from our observations (69 = 3 balls × 23 subjects).
Histograms of the transition time distributions are in Fig. 2,
and of the placement accuracy distributions in Fig. 3. Extensive commentary/explanations on these figures is provided
in the results section.
2.1.2 Overall Metrics Augmenting the Framework
The tri-partite model is also augmented with a set of overall
metrics, which are reported as cumulative parametric statistics (in our case, mean, standard deviation, and median)
which are:
(M1)
(M2)
(M3)
(M4)

Task success rate (Success/Failure states of task)
Total task time (first event to last event)
Result Metric average (rel. to TC3)
Number of states average
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Fig. 2 Time interval
distributions for state
transitions, P (τ | SiSj )

2.2.1 Motion Capture Subsystem

Fig. 3 Placement accuracy distribution for successful placements,
P (α)

As can be seen, overall metrics M1 and M4 are related to
TC1, M2 to TC2, and M3 to TC3. These four overall metrics, can also be augmented with other such metrics for each
specific task case, including: (a) metrics of the mix and ratios of states visited, as well as (b) metrics on possible scoring functions and components of scores that might have been
given as maximization targets to the experimental subjects.
For our specific case study (Fig. 4), there were six more
such metrics, (M5−10), including three state mix metrics
and three score-related metrics, as we shall see below.

The motion capture subsystem, consists of cameras operating at VGA resolution (640 × 480) supporting up to 200 fps
(Standard Deviation brand). The cameras have infrared LED
rings around them, and are placed at a height of 2.62 m on
the corners as well as the short-side midpoints of a rectangle
with size 6 m by 4.80 m. The effective capture area thus has
a footprint of roughly 3 m diameter. The human is wearing a
special suit on which 19 reflective ball markers of diameter
2.5 cm are placed. Three types of suits were used (Fig. 6):
either strap-based for western-dressed humans, white traditional Emirati dresses for men, and black traditional Emirati dresses for women. The software API of the mocap system exposes a number of methods in C++, which enable
the quasi-realtime readout of the 3D positions of the tracked
markers.
2.2.2 CyberGlove Subsystem
The 5DT Ultra Series 14 gloves are used, which can produce 14 finger measurements plus 2 accelerometer readings.
The gloves provide triggers for controlling the gripper of the
robotic arm.
2.2.3 TeleOperation Controller Subsystem
The controller reads out the marker position timeseries from
the motion capture, performs coordinate mapping and correspondence (Fig. 7), checks limits of movement, and issues
appropriate commands to the robotic arm.

2.2 The System
The tele-operation system consists of five major subsystems:
Motion Capture, CyberGlove, TeleOp Controller, Robotic
Arm, and User Feedback (Fig. 5).

Correspondence Choice and Coordinate Mapping We
have limited our choice of what the robotic arm should imitate to a simple hand position on a Cartesian space. Therefore, our system captures the human subject’s right hand
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Fig. 4 Table of overall metrics
Mi augmenting the tri-partite
model
{T ij, P (τ | SiSj ), P (α)}

among various subjects, we empirically computed a scale
factor in order to match the subjects’ fully extended arm
to the robot’ fully extended arm. Therefore, the coordinates
acquired from the motion capture system are multiplied by
this factor before being sent to the robot.
The robotic arm also has the ability of moving its hand
relative to its wrist. We have chosen to map this movement
to the subject left arm. Therefore, we have made a correspondence between the subject’s left elbow angle to the direction of the robotic arm’s hand. When the subject’s left
arm is fully extended, the robotic arm’s hand points downward and when it is fully contracted, the robotic arm’s hand
points upward. To compute this angle, we used three markers: left wrist (LW), left elbow (LE), and left shoulder (LS).
These markers can be seen as a triangle and, thus, the elbow
marker can be easily computed using the cosine rule.
Limits of Movement Due to security reasons, we have limited the robotic arm’s movement to 180 degrees on the X
coordinate. This means that the subject can move its arm to
points where the robot can’t, but the robotic arm only goes
where it would not crash into its surrounding objects and
break itself. Furthermore, the robot’s gripper is not allowed
to go below the floor level, up to a safety margin.

Fig. 5 Teleoperation system block diagram

position relative to his own arm position and maps it to the
robotic arm’s hand coordinates. The robotic arm controller
takes care of doing the inverse kinematics and moving its
motors in a way its hand goes to the requested position. Two
markers on the subject are necessary to perform this operation: the right wrist marker (RW) and the right shoulder
marker (RS). The 3D coordinates of the subject’s hand are
computed by subtracting the coordinates of the RW marker
from the ones of the RS marker. As the robotic arm and
the human arm are not of the same size, and even different

Temporal and Software Aspects Another limitation of the
robotic arm is on the data rate it can receive. Its controller ignores commands sent when it is performing a movement and
thus we implemented a synchronized communication between it and the teleoperation controller. The tele-operation
controller software was developed in Java 6 and integrated
with the C++ API of the mocap subsystem, using Java Native Interface (JNI).
2.2.4 Robotic Arm Subsystem
The ST Robotics ST 17 manipulator arm is used, which has
5 degrees of freedom on the body, plus one for the gripper.
Communication to the robot is achieved through a virtual
serial port fed by IP, in the form of RoboForth messages. The
workspace of the robot is contained within a hemisphere of
one meter radius.
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Fig. 6 MoCap suits with
markers: Western (L), Emirati
Women (M), Emirati Men (R).
Notice the CyberGlove on the
left hand in L

trivial. The layout of the workspace for the task is shown in
(Fig. 8). The home positions had a 1.5 cm elevation from
the floor, while the target positions had a paper underneath
them with concentric circles marked with 1 cm–10 cm signs
corresponding to the accuracy of the placement.
2.3.2 Administering the Task

Fig. 7 Correspondence choice: Human R hand controls robot up to
wrist, R palm controls gripper, L hand controls robot wrist

2.2.5 User Feedback Subsystem
User Feedback is provided through three channels: two visual, and one auditory. The visual channels are video feeds
from two cameras placed in the robot’s location: one on the
gripper, and one on a tripod behind the robot, overlooking it
from an angle. The video feeds are shown on two 40 LCD
screens in the room of the operator. Auditory feedback is
provided through a microphone in the robot location driving
a speaker system in the operator location. The feeds are delivered through proprietary camera software, and the VLC
player has also been used in the past.
2.3 Task-Based Evaluation
The purpose of our evaluation was to provide real-world experience to our experimental subjects in tele-operation, to
investigate the effectiveness of the design choices for our
system, and also to create a task transcription and modeling
framework which can be used to provide a firm basis for investigating effect of design choices, user variability, as well
as aspects of user adaptation and fatigue.
2.3.1 The Task
The task chosen was to move three balls from their fixed
home positions to their target positions. The task was designed so that it had intermediate difficulty, so that we can
get meaningful results, without being neither impossible nor

The subjects were first exposed to a 5-minute introduction
of system usage by the person who was administering the
task (competent user). Then, the goal of their trial was made
explicit: to try to move all the balls to the targets with maximum placement accuracy, as fast as possible, but within
10 minutes. An explicit scoring function was also given
to them, in order to remove the arbitrariness of subjective
weighing of the two components of the goal: first, the number of balls successfully placed (n), taking into account the
accuracy of placements (a1, a2, a3) in cm and second, the
total time (t) in minutes. I.e. the subjects were told that they
had a maximum of 60 points, out of which 30 − (t · 3) points
for total time, and 10 · (10 − a) points for the accuracy of
each ball (which would default to 0 if the ball was not successfully placed). The main purpose of this function was to
direct equal importance to both components of the goal for
the subjects, so that they don’t concentrate more on one of
the components, and thus introduce bias. After the goal was
made explicit, the subjects were given 5 minutes to play with
the system, and then their up to trial time started (maximum
allowed duration 10 minutes), during which video recordings as well as system log files were kept.
2.3.3 Transcription and Modelling
Each trial was analyzed on the basis of six different types
of events: Start, Unsuccessful Grip (UG), Successful Grip
(SG), Unsuccessful Placement (UP), Successful Placement
(SP), and End. Each trial was thus transcribed as a sequence
starting with a Start event, containing a number of UG, SG,
UP and SP, and finishing with End. These event sequences
were also augmented with the time intervals between the
events. Transcription was done by humans on the basis of
the video recordings. The chosen underlying model for the
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Fig. 8 Task setup: robot, balls
in home positions, and targets

observed data was a probabilistic automaton with 6 states,
corresponding to the 6 events. The transition probabilities
as well as the transition durations for this automaton were
thus estimated on the basis of the observed data, as we shall
see.

disagree (1), slightly disagree (2), slightly agree (3) and
strongly agree (4) boxes. Regarding (a) the seven application areas queried were: medical, workplace, child instruction, games, communication with people, dangerous environments, and space. Regarding (b) the four emotional responses queried were happy, comfortable, angry and afraid.

2.3.4 Repetitive Trials
While most of our subjects only had one trial on our system, we chose to perform repetitive trials for a subset of our
subjects in order to start investigating learning and fatigue
effects, as we shall see in the results section.
2.4 Opinions and Attitudes Evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation was to: (a) illuminate opinions and attitudes towards the use of tele-operation in different application domains, (b) assess the estimated emotional
reaction of people in the subject’s social circle towards the
system, (c) to see whether the system demo stimulated subjects to learn more about robotics and tele-operation, (d) to
gather comments for system improvements.
2.4.1 The Questionnaire
The questionnaire [7] had the form of a single-sided A4
sheet, and was available in two languages: Arabic and English, which the subjects could choose. It was partitioned
in five parts: demographic questions, opinions and attitudes
towards applications, estimated emotional responses, wanting to learn more, and suggestions/comments. The questionnaire can be seen in Fig. 9.
The demographic questions queried country of birth, age,
sex, college education. Regarding (a) and (b), a 4-point modified likert scale was used (forced choice), with strongly

2.4.2 Administering the Questionnaire
The subjects were given the questionnaire in our lab after
going through a standard five-minute introduction to teleoperation, during which a video of our system was shown,
as well as a video of android teleoperation, and the benefits
of the technology were explained. Most of the subjects that
completed the questionnaire also tried out the system themselves.

3 Results
In this section, we present demographics for our subjects, as
well as results for the task-based evaluation, as well as the
extra questionnaire-based evaluation for opinions and attitudes.
3.1 Demographics
29 subjects completed the questionnaire, out of which 23
also tried out the system themselves.
Of the 29 subjects, 18 (62%) chose to complete the questionnaire in Arabic, and 11 (38%) in English. 24 of the 29
subjects, 24 (82%) were UAE nationals, 2 Iranians, as well
as 1 Palestinian, 1 Greek, and 1 citizen of the USA. Their age
ranged between 17, . . . , 43, while 23 out of the 29 subjects
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Fig. 9 The questionnaire that
was used for the subjective
evaluation of opinions and
attitudes towards teleoperation

were UAEU students aged between 17, . . . , 22 years old.
The female to male ratio was 12:17, i.e. approximately 3:4.
3.2 Questionnaire-Based Evaluation
Here we present results from the extra questionnaire-based
evaluation, which was performed in addition to the taskbased evaluation. We start by presenting findings regarding
attitudes towards different application areas, followed by estimated emotional stances of peers, expressed willingness to
learn more about such systems, as well as further comments

and feedback that was provided by the subjects that took the
questionnaire. In the next section, we present the results of
the task-based evaluation, in terms of the tri-partite probabilistic model that was introduced earlier.
3.2.1 Attitudes Towards Application Areas
The results of the attitudes towards the seven application
areas are presented in (Fig. 10). One can observe that:
(note that here, by agree we refer to the sum of slightly
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Fig. 10 Questionnaire results in
histogram form for the seven
application domains, and the
four estimated emotions of peers

and strongly agree, and by disagree to the sum of slightly/
strongly disagree, rounded to 1%)
(A1) Hospital:
66% agree, Most: slight agree
(A2) Workplace:
83% agree, Most: strong agree
(A3) Child Instruction:
31% strong disagr, 52% slight agree (bimodal)
(A4) Games:
93% agree, Most: strong agree
(A5) Communication with Humans:
79% agree, Most: slight agree
(A6) Dangerous Environments:
93% agree, Most: strong agree
(A7) Space:
100% agree, Most: strong agree
One can conjecture the following preference ordering for
teleoperation applications (order of decreasing preference):
I. Strong Agree:
Space, Dangerous environments, Games

II. Slight Agree:
Workplace, Remote comms, Hospital
III. Bimodal Slight Agree/Strong Disagree:
Child Instruction
After a quick investigation, it was found that the sex
(male/female) or age group (17, . . . , 22 vs. 23, . . .) of the
subjects could not predict the two categories (slight agree or
strong disagree) apparent in the bimodality of the attitudes
towards the use of robots for child instruction.
3.2.2 Estimated Emotions of Peers
The estimated emotions of peers questions were querying
four descriptors of affective states: happy, comfortable, angry, and afraid. The first two have positive valence, the second two negative. From the results in (Fig. 9), one can see
that (see comments of subsection above):
Happy: 97% agree, Most: strong agree
Comfortable: 72% agree, Most: slight agree
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Angry: 86% disagree, Most: strong disagree
Afraid: 83% disagree, Most: strong disagree

3.3.3 Observations on Derived Model

Thus, one can conjecture that subjects estimate that their
peers (belonging to their social circle) would generally feel
happy if they saw the demo. However, the subjects would
only slightly agree that their peers would feel comfortable.
In contrast, the subjects estimate that their peers would generally not feel angry or afraid.

– It was great,
– I like it very much etc.

The derived model, which can be packaged in the form of a
transition matrix T , together with the six transition time distributions P (t|Si, Sj ), and the placement accuracy distribution P (r), provides for a compact description of the performance of the system across users for a single trial, and
overall metrics can generally be derived by it. Various observations follow directly: first, according to the score distribution, indeed we have a task which is neither trivial nor
impossible; median and mean scores are very near the midpoint of the scale, with a decent amount of variance. Second,
upon further analysis, lots of interesting patterns exist in the
data: for example, have a look at Fig. 2: Following a successful grip (SG), there are two possible next events—a successful placement (SP) and an unsuccessful placement (UP).
The time interval between SG and the next event though is
a pretty good predictor of whether it will be successful or
not: intervals above 7.5 sec most often lead to success—and
whoever rushes often fails—as the time distributions of SG
to UP vs. SG to SP seem to indicate. More such patterns remain to be explored, and can be quantitatively supported using probabilistic argument, given more empirical data. The
most important observation though has to do with the possible semantics of the {T , P (t|Si, Sj ), P (r)} description
given alternative experimental settings. One can thus ask:
how can one try to deconvolve the effects of correspondence
choice, user feedback channel, operator ability, learning, and
fatigue through such models?

3.3 Task-Based Evaluation

3.3.4 Toward insights on Learning

3.2.3 Willingness to Learn More
Twenty five out of 29 subjects answered the two “willingness to learn more after demo” questions. All 25 (100%) answered positive to the question whether they wanted to learn
more about robotics, while 2 out of 25 answered No regarding whether they wanted to learn more about teleoperation,
and 23 out of 25 (92%) answered Yes.
3.2.4 Suggestions and Comments
Nine out of 29 subjects provided suggestions and comments,
6 of which contained suggestions, regarding speed, smoothness, delay, and size:
– Make it more smooth at move,
– I think it be smaller to be easy to use,
– Shorter delay more accurate movements etc.,
and 3 of which were congratulatory:

In this section, we present results from the task-based evaluation. We start by presenting the overall metrics Mi, and
then proceed to the derived tri-partite model {T ij, P (τ |
SiSj ), P (α)}.
3.3.1 Task-Based Evaluation: Overall Metrics
As mentioned above, the task was chosen in order to have intermediate difficulty, situated between the trivial and the impossible. For example, our gripper design and the soft balls
used often resulted in unsuccessful grips, if the grip position
was not precise enough.
Across 69 trials, we evaluated various overall metrics,
which can be seen in Fig. 4.
3.3.2 Task-Based Evaluation: Derived Model
The probabilistic finite state machine that was derived from
our observations can be seen in Fig. 1. Transition probabilities were calculated from the transition matrix resulting from our observations (69 = 3 balls × 23 subjects). Histograms of the transition time distributions are in Fig. 2, and
of the placement accuracy distributions in Fig. 3.

Towards investigating the previous question, and aspects of
learning in particular, 7 out of the 23 first trial subjects
were chosen to continue upon a longer-term study, which
took place over 16 days, and was comprised of 4 sessions
for each subject. The main goal in this experiments was to
investigate the effect of learning, by examining the model
{T , P (t|Si, Sj ), P (r)} and the resulting trajectories of the
metrics Mi across the four sessions T 1−T 4. Graphs of the
results follow below, together with relevant commentary.
Where not otherwise noted, thick lines correspond to mean
values, thin to median, and dotted lines to one standard deviation above and below the mean.
Figures 11 and 12 depict the trajectories of the total task
time per ball (sec), as well as the number of states per ball,
across the four sessions. From the figures, it becomes clear
that as learning takes place, both the total task time per
ball, as well as the number of states, decrease. The minimum number of states per ball is 2 (one SG followed by
one SP); and indeed, while the mean number of states is
still decreasing, quickly the median converges to 2. The total task duration per ball seems to have pretty much leveled
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Fig. 11 Task time per ball (sec), across 4 sessions

Fig. 12 Number of states per ball, across 4 sessions

off within four learning sessions, to 16 seconds or so for our
experimental setting. There is an apparent increase in variance between the 3rd and the 4th session; however no statistical significance for this effect can be claimed given our
data. If such an effect does gather significance given future
data, one possible explanation though is that after reaching
best performance at the third session, there is a certain “relaxation/decrease of attention” or “fatigue” that each player
experiences in subsequent sessions, thus creating a slight increase to the task completion time. These hypothesis could
be examined given more data.
In Fig. 13, the resulting percentages for the possible final states of each ball are depicted. Initially, roughly 70%
of all balls ended up in a successful placement (SP); at the
fourth session, this percentage had leveled off to approximately 80%. At the same time, balls ending with unsuccessful placements (UP) start off at almost 20%, with 10% of attempts finished at UG, while at the fourth session, end-state
UP’s fall down substantially to 5%.
Interestingly enough, although the number of end-state
SP’s increases noticeably, the mean as well as median placement accuracy does not change significantly, as can be seen
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Fig. 13 Percentage of final states: thick = SP, dotted = UP,
thin = UG

Fig. 14 Placement accuracy (cm), across 4 sessions

by Fig. 14, and even seems to become a little worse. In terms
of net effect, this is compensated by the fact that now a
much smaller number of placements are unsuccessful; so,
even with a small decrease in overall accuracy, this is an
overall positive trend.
Thus, so far: total task time as well as number of states
seem to decrease during learning, and did level off within
four sessions. Placement accuracy did not seem to decrease;
but the number of balls ending with successful placements
did increase, and leveled off too. Now, let us provide yet one
more peak into learning trajectories for this system and task,
as illustrated by Fig. 15 below, which was derived by the
proposed {T , P (t|Si, Sj ), P (r)} model:
In this figure, the trajectories of the overall ratio of SP to
UP, and SG to UG is depicted. Overall, the number of successful placements as compared to unsuccessful increased
significantly across the four sessions. On the other hand, the
ratio of successful grips as compared to unsuccessful grips,
has increased from 0.71 to 1.15, albeit not in a monotonic
fashion, and not in such a dramatic way.
Thus, the use of the {T , P (t|Si, Sj ), P (r)} model and
the investigated derived metrics, as measured across four
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3.3.5 Toward Insights on Fatigue

Fig. 15 Overall ratio of SP:UP (thick) and SG:UG (dotted)

learning sessions, was able to illuminate the following observations, which hold for our system and task:
(O1) There is a clear learning effect regarding total task
time per ball, with a decrease of roughly 25% as compared to the initial time, as well as a decrease of variance. This effect levels off after four sessions.
(O2) The number of states per ball also decreases, with the
mean falling from roughly 3.5 to under 3. There is a
leveling effect in four sessions, but a small further decrease might be possible.
(O3) The final states of each ball, have a 10% increase of
successful states (SP), starting off at 70% and leveling
off at 80%. At the same time, the unsuccessful states
are originally dominated by unsuccessful placements
(20%) which fall off to 5%, leaving the rest to abandoned attempts after unsuccessful grips (UG).
(O4) Placement accuracy does not increase; and actually
seems to be marginally decreasing over the four sessions; however, this is compensated by the big decrease of unsuccessful placement attempts, which are
now turned to successful, albeit with not a very good
accuracy.
(O5) Operator dexterity regarding successful placements
increases considerably, as shown by the fast increasing
SP:UP ratio. There is also an improvement regarding
successful gripping (SG:UG), albeit not as large.
In summary, the above analysis indicates, for our system and
task, that in 4 sessions:
– Total task time and states decrease (roughly 25% and
16%) and level off,
– Success rate starts at 70% increases and levels off at 80%,
– Placement accuracy does not improve, but
– Operator dexterity regarding grip success increases by
50%, and
– Operator dexterity regarding placement success increases
considerably, by 300%.

In order to get a quantitative overview of fatigue effects, two
of the seven long-term trial subjects went through an extra
long section, where they were instructed to keep on gripping and placing balls till they think they cannot operate
the system anymore. These two sessions took place after all
previous sessions had taken place, and they had a duration
of 7 minutes 31 seconds and 8 minutes 7 seconds respectively, with 3 × 6 = 18 balls total. The initial gathered data
indicated no discoverable patterns, which might well be so
due to the small size of the sample regarding investigation
of fatigue. Across the 18 balls, windowed as single balls or
averaged across larger units, no clear trend regarding time,
accuracy, or state-distribution patterns could be found. Thus,
pending further data, no predictive patterns towards fatigue
were observed.

4 Discussion
Many possible avenues for future extensions exist. Currently, we are pursuing an extension of the population taking
part in our evaluations, and mainly the longer-term multisession multi-trial evaluations towards insights on fatigue
described above. Another avenue that we plan to pursue is
the investigation of the effectiveness of our design choices
of human- to robot- correspondence.
Initially, we had experimented with a glove-less system,
in which a different degree of freedom of the human left
hand was utilized for controlling the gripper. However, this
was found to be highly confusing and difficult to learn for
pilot subjects. Still, it is not clear that the current correspondence choice is by any means optimal; so further choices
could be potentially investigated. Furthermore, it was noticed that the current two-camera setting for user feedback
often does not provide an accurate perception of depth when
approaching the ball, which results in misestimation and
grip failures. Thus, we plan to investigate alternative camera
placements for better results: for example, it was observed
that placement of a camera sideways of the gripper, while
connected to the gripper, could potentially enable a much
easier estimation of depth, which would make gripping easier and more effective.
Quite importantly, we also plan to use the evaluation
framework described in this paper towards a thorough crosscomparison of joystick-based vs. whole-arm motion-capture
based control of humanoid arms. It might well be the case
that there exist aspects in which joystick-based control is
preferable; the important point is that our evaluation framework will enable us to discern in which aspects of performance (for example, task completion time, positioning accuracy, types of unsuccessful transitory states, learning curve
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and speed) joystick-based control can be superior to motion
capture. We also plan to augment this study with a subjective
questionnaire addressing the important issue of perceived
naturalness; do users really feel that motion-capture based
control is in any sense more “natural” than joysticks? And
do they feel so when they start using it, or after a number
of sessions, and if so, how many sessions does it take them
to feel “naturalness”? And for which kinds of tasks are joysticks preferable, as compared to motion capture? These are
very interesting and important questions that we plan to provide answers for, through a thorough empirical multi-user
study, and fortunately the evaluation framework presented
here can be really helpful towards providing strong quantitative answers to these questions.
Another important issue, apart from “naturalness”, is trying to find ways to provide clear distinctions between perceived “naturalness” and perceived “intuitiveness” as well as
“attractiveness”. For example, subjective intuitiveness could
well correlate with the learning time required to reach peak
performance; and subjective attractiveness could well correlate with a challenging predicted difficulty level—which
does not usually go along with “naturalness”. Thus, the generally positive outlook that users had towards our system, as
illustrated from the questionnaire results, could also be partially explained by the “challenging” nature of our chosen
task, which had intermediate difficulty (neither trivial nor
impossible; but fun to try!).
Also, many interesting possibilities for pattern recognition and prediction problems based on our task model exist:
for example, one could try to predict the score of an individual on the basis of the first 10 seconds or the first ball
of his trial; and one could even try to investigate if recognition of an individual through his task-signature is possible,
for suitably modified tasks. One could even envision the investigation of possible correlations between individual traits
and characteristic features exposed during task performance:
for example, persistence as illustrated by multiple attempts
towards a successful grip following an unsuccessful grip.
Yet another direction which we have started pursuing
is migrating our teleoperation system to our conversational
Arabic-speaking robot Ibn Sina [8, 9] (also see online videos
available at youtube channel irmluaeu); in which case it will
be used for motion training as well as embodied robotic
telepresence, and will cover two hands as well as facial expression imitation. Ibn Sina is part of an interactive theatre,
in which various modes of tele-participation are supported,
including human-robot interaction through avatars in virtual
worlds, remote brain-computer interfacing teleoperation [3]
etc.
Finally, it is worth commenting upon the generality of
the proposed {T , P (t|Si, Sj ), P (r)} model for evaluating
many different types of teleoperation or other such humanmachine tasks, as long as one can find a suitable set of dis-
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crete events describing the task, as well as a “resulting accuracy” measure at the end of each trial, and as long as time intervals between events can be measured, and the Markovian
assumption implied by our model is warranted, given the nature of the described task. Thus, the methodology illustrated
above can easily be transferred to any such task, and many
such tasks exist: for example, let us consider an application
scenario for teleoperation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, and
for a task where the UAV must pass successfully (with minimal retries) through a number of narrow openings or perform docking rendevouz with other vehicles (events), before
dropping certain carried packages and landing accurately at
a target. Again, we have a model with events (start flight,
success. pass/dock and drop/land with accuracies etc.), transition times between events, and accuracy metrics). Thus,
we can easily create a {T , P (t|Si, Sj ), P (r)} model as
well as the associated overall metrics, and our evaluation
framework nicely applies, also in this case.
Similar examples can be found in other domains, too: for
example in the medical domain, and in teleoperation of mobile robots doing construction/object rearrangement tasks
etc. Also, the framework can even be used to assess improvements in robot learning by demonstration. Thus, the
scope of the generality of the evaluation framework is wide,
and its benefits important.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we presented: (a) a task-based Evaluation
Framework for teleoperation, as well as (b) a designed and
implemented System for Teleoperation of an industrial arm
commanded through human-arm motion capture, which is
used as a case study, and also serves to illustrate the effectiveness of the evaluation framework that we are introducing.
The motivation for our research was two-fold: first, the
lack of suitable task-based evaluation frameworks for crosscomparing and improving the design of teleoperation systems, while enabling a rich description of operator-, system-,
feedback, as well as learning and fatigue-effects, motivated
our proposed framework. Second, although real-time remote
teleoperation of robotic arms, either industrial or humanoid,
is highly desirable for a number of applications, especially
in difficult or inaccessible environments, it is the case that
usually, teleoperation is driven by buttons, joysticks, haptic
controllers, or slave-arms set—and this motivated our choice
of motion capture as a sensing modality for our implemented
teleoperation system, which also served as a testbed for our
evaluation system: In our system the desired trajectory of
the arm is naturally controlled through imitation of simple
movements of the operator’s physical arm, obtained through
motion capture. Apart from a detailed description of our system and the design choices made, we presented an extensive
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evaluation of the performance of our system, based on our
framework, and containing: first, task-related measurables
for a fixed task performed by numerous previously untrained
subjects, in short-term as well as four-session longitudinal
(learning) settings (i.e. a direct application of our evaluation framework to the system and task at hand); and second,
user-opinion/attitude data obtained through a questionnaire
administered to experimental subjects.
During the task-based evaluation, which was tuned in order to be neither trivial nor impossible, the probabilistic tripartite model that is at the heart of our evaluation framework
was derived: a finite-state Markovian task model, augmented
with transition time distributions as well as placement accuracy distributions. This tripartite model is in essence,
a compact triad representing the performance of the coupled system-user pair. The applicability of this compact triad
towards investigating the deconvolution of user, feedback,
learning, and other components of performance was discussed, and future extensions presented. Furthermore, interesting results arose not only from the task-based but also
from the questionnaire-based evaluation: for example, an
ordering of desirability of a number of application areas
for tele-operation arose as a conjecture—showing that most
people strongly agree on the application of tele-operation
for space or dangerous environments, but that there is potentially strong disagreement for a group of people regarding child instruction through tele-operated robots. Thus, we
now know much more regarding opinions of people towards
teleoperation, and its multiple possible domains of application.
Many future extensions of this work are directly visible, and we have started working on them. First, we would
like to use the tripartite evaluation framework described in
this paper towards investigating the effects of correspondence choice (in which way should the degrees of freedom of the human arm map to the robot arm) as well as
of feedback choice (how does the placement of cameras,
and the possibility of auditory and haptic feedback affect
performance). Also, very importantly, we plan to carry our
an extensive cross-comparison of joystick-based vs. motion
capture-based control of the teleoperation system—and our
evaluation framework provides the right tools for such a
comparison, which could also be augmented with assessment of the subjective naturalness of the two types of controllers. Furthermore, we plan to apply our evaluation framework not only to arm-control pick-and-place tasks, but also
to UAV and medical teleoperation domains, where it can
readily be applied too.
In conclusion, through the presentation of a novel framework for modeling and task-based evaluation of teleoperation
systems with a human-in-the-loop, and through a real-world
system as well which also served to illustrate application
of our task-based evaluation framework, and also through
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an extra questionnaire-based evaluation study, valuable results and insights were derived, ultimately towards the wider
beneficial application of tele-operated robotics by untrained
humans in an increasing range of real-world application areas.
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